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The author of the story is Adarsh Kashyap who possesses an imaginative 

nature from his early age. He finds interest in creating storyline from different 

imaginary characters. This habit started with drawing the characters and 

plotting into different scenes to construct stories. He is also popular for 

bringing stories to life by enacting the same in front of people along with his 

friends. He also performs puppet shows of his stories in the neighborhood 

which is very well received. Adarsh loves to play football and the keyboard.  
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The tiny minikloden 

 
This story is about special creatures called “minikloden”, who live in another 
planet called Kloden. They use their magic and extraordinary superpowers to 
come to earth every night to check on children and solve their problems. They 
disguise themselves so that nobody knows about their existence.  
 

 
 
There was a little minikloden named Arol who lived in the paper trash. A paper 
trash is a place where unused documents and papers are thrown. He made a 
tiny, beautiful house using the colorful trash papers. He was very lonely because 
nobody notices him. 
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Naughty Rombo 

In earth, there was a very naughty boy named Rombo who was very poor in 
studies. The queen of miniklodens felt a little sad for him because he used to get 
scolding frequently. She sent miniklodens to mix a special potion in his water 
which would make him good in studies. The next morning, he really became very 
good in studies. During the next three months, Rombo wondered everyday how 
that happened! He stayed awake many nights and one night he finally saw 
a flying minkloden and planned to make a trap for it. The next night when it 
finally came, Rombo pounced and quickly caught it. He peeked inside 
the minikloden’s bag and found a magic wand and some dust in a bottle labeled 
“Amnesia dust”. He kept both the items and let the minikloden go. He became 
so happy that he could not get a blink of sleep. He was cursed with a disease of 
sleeplessness! 
 
 

 

The threat 

 
The next day Rombo’s father asked to clean his room but he did not clean it. As 
father started to scold him, Rombo splashed some amnesia dust on his father’s 
face to see if that had any effect on him. Suddenly his father could not recollect 
why was he scolding and went away. Rombo realized that amnesia dust makes 
people forget things. He also discovered that he could get anything with the 
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magic wand and started to misuse the wand to please himself. To show off, he 
disclosed about the miniklodens to his friends and parents which became a 
threat for them. The queen asked the miniklodens to find a way to resolve this 
problem. But nobody could find any solution. Arol was as usual not heard by 
anyone. So, he wrote the solution in a paper to give it to the queen. But he didn’t 
know how he could give the paper to her. Meanwhile, the queen was looking 
for a lost document in the paper trash. She found the document but when she 
lifted the document, she saw a piece of paper attached to the document - with 
‘Arol’ written on it. She turned over the paper to find something interesting. She 
became very happy because the solution to Rombo’s problem was written on 
the paper. It said “Give away as many toys as you want to receive double the 
number of toys you gave”. The queen sent guards to keep this chit under 
Rombo’s pillow. Rombo read this message and was very happy. But Rombo did 
not know that a wand will get ruined if it starts producing more than thousand 
things.  

Unique solution 

 
The first day he gave away one toy and got 2 new toys. He kept doubling 
2,4,8,16,32,64,128….  He became greedy and in no time, he reached the count 
of 1024 toys! The wand became corrupt and started raining fishes instead of 
toys!! When he commanded the wand to stop, it started raining burgers! The 
wand worked erroneously. Rombo pleaded ‘this is the last time I am asking for 
toys’. It only gave one toy. Rombo understood that he had become greedy and 
the wand taught him a lesson. He was cured of the sleeplessness disease and he 
slept peacefully. That night the queen minikloden visited him and put 
some amesia dust on his face and took away the wand and the dust.  
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Hero of Klodenians 

 
The Klodenians were very happy that the Queen could find a solution to the 
problem. It was time for the monthly assembly of the queen with her folks. The 
queen went on the stage and hesitantly started her speech “Umm…… I know 
you think that I was the one to find the solution to the problem, but actually, 
that wasn’t me.” Everybody gasped and one of the miniklodens asked- “Then 
who solved it??” The queen said- “Arol”. People were shocked! She called Arol 
up to the stage. Arol suddenly became the Hero of the Klodenians. While most 
of them rejoiced his glory, a few were jealous too. But he definitely became the 
queen’s favorite because of his wit and modesty. 
 
 

 
 

Rise of Arol 

 
The queen was getting old and she has to find an heir who’s worthy of the 
position on the throne. She had three choices, Arol, Trocko or Mant. Trocko was 
very smart but he had lots of aggression cases. Mant had earned the minikloden 
of the year award for his smartness. But, both of them were a little snobbish. 
Mant and Trocko said “We are sure Arol is going to lose”. The queen was 
confused about who should be the king. She wanted the smartest and most 
honest one as the king. She decided to hold a competition and the winner would 
be declared king. The next morning the queen asked them to make a jacket 
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made of water but they cannot use their magical powers. They have one whole 
month to do this. Trocko and Mant thought how is this possible but still tried to 
make it. But Arol was smarter, he just took this as a vacation. After one month, 
all of them came without anything in their hand. The queen asked politely 
‘Where are the jackets?’ Trocko said he could not make it and Mant said the 
same. The queen said, ‘What about you Arol?’ He said- “I would need a needle 
made of fire to do this if you want a jacket of water”. The queen smiled and said 
I will announce the king tomorrow. Everybody was excited. The queen decided 
all of them are honest but Arol would make the best king because his response 
was smart whereas the other two contestants were disappointed with 
themselves for not being able to make the jacket. Arol didn’t say he couldn’t 
make the jacket instead he tricked her. He indeed was the smartest of all. The 
next day she cleared her throat and said- “The king is ………. Arol!” Arol had a 
smile on his face like always. The queen gave him the mike. Arol spoke calmly 
and confidently to the queen and the Klodenians “I will never let anything bad 
happen to the minikloden factory. I will never consider myself above others 
because it does not matter who the leader is, what matters is working together 
as a team.” Everyone gave a huge round of applause. And Arol was now counted 
as the best minikloden king of all times.  
 

 
 
  

The End 
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BLURB 

 
 

Arol, the Tiny Minikloden is a fictional story about a little creature who was 
recognized from a nobody to a hero due to his never-give-up attitude. The book 
is filled with fantasy, magic, adventure and gives us a beautiful message. Arol is 
a small minikloden (an alien creature) but he had a powerful attitude. He was 
an optimist and could resolve problems in his own unique ways. His outlook 

towards resolving situation took him to great heights in this story. 


